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Next generation anti-fog technology

Tabata Corrective
Lens Goggles
Adults SWIPES Corrective Lenses

Simply buy your Corrective 
Lenses* and Strap Kit
to create your own goggle.
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 SWIPE anti-fog technology

 Reactivate anti-fog with a simple swiping of the    
 lens with your finger

 Available in black with smoke tint lenses

 Includes 3 different sized bridges

* Requires the purchase of 2 lenses to create a complete goggle.



Tabata Corrective
Lens Goggles
Childrens
Corrective Lenses

Simply buy your Corrective Lenses* and 
Strap Kit to create your own goggle.

 Huge range of diopters

 UV protection

 Super anti-fog

 Silicone seals

 Easy assemble

 Includes 3 different 
 sized bridges

 Comes in 2 different strap 
 colourways with smoke tinted lenses

* Requires the purchase of 2 lenses to create a complete goggle.
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Shell Beginner
Swimming Goggles
Adults Corrective Lenses

 100% UV protection

 Anti-fog coating - do not clean with a microfibre cloth

 Salt water resistant and hypoallergenic

 Bridge width: 12, 18, 24mm

 Includes hard case for storage

 Comes in 2 different colourways

 Powers +2.00 to +6.00 / -1.50 to -7.00

* Requires the purchase of 2 lenses to create a complete goggle.

Simply buy your Corrective Lenses* and 
Strap Kit to create your own goggle.



Sea Horse Beginner
Swimming Goggles
Childrens Corrective Lenses

 100% UV protection

 Anti-fog coating - do not clean with a microfibre cloth

 Salt water resistant and hypoallergenic

 Bridge width: 9, 13mm

 Includes hard case for storage

 Comes in 2 different colourways

 Powers +2.00 to +6.00 / -1.50 to -7.00

* Requires the purchase of 2 lenses to create a complete goggle.

Simply buy your Corrective Lenses* and 
Strap Kit to create your own goggle.



Squid Glazeable
Swimming Goggles
Adults Glazeable Lenses

 Individual glazeable

 Glazeable +6.00 dpt. up to -11.00 dpt with cyl, +3.00 dot

 Adjustable bridge and head band

 Includes 3 nose bridges 20, 22, 24mm

 Includes hard case and additional rubber ring

 Comes in 2 different lens colourways

Simply buy your Strap Kit and take to lab for
glazing to create your own goggle.



Coral Glazeable
Swimming Goggles
Childrens Glazeable Lenses

 Individual glazeable

 Glazeable +6.00 dpt. up to -11.00 dpt with cyl, +3.00 dot

 Adjustable bridge and head band

 Includes 2 nose bridges 16, 19mm

 Includes hard case and additional rubber ring

Simply buy your Strap Kit and take to lab for
glazing to create your own goggle.



Sea Lion Beginner
Diving Mask
Adults Corrective Lenses

 Diving depth max, 30m

 Compact and Light, 
 Great comfort

 Impact-resistant,      
 polycarbonate frame, 
 includes hard case

 Simple head band adjustment

 Interchangable lenses

 Comes in 4 different     
 colourways

 Powers +1.00 to +4.00 / -1.50  
 to -7.00

* Requires the purchase of 2 lenses 
to create a complete dive mask.

Simply buy your 
Corrective Lenses* and 
Strap Kit to create your 

own diving mask.
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